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Some computers are crashed due to some failures. These failures are harmful for your system and
can damage the important data of your computer. Often these failures can crash the computers and
your computer can't boot. Crash computer is a condition in which your application program is not
working properly. Some of the application can hang or freeze the computer. An application typically
crashes the system when it performs such operation that is not allowed by System. There are many
issues occur in Window 7 when you install unregistered software. It may cause blue screen
problem. Sometime this error is also called stop error. This can be due to the unexpected restart of
the system. Sometime this error is caused due to the hardware problem. It is difficult to resolve
these issues. There is many issue occurs when windows is not booting properly. This issue can be
caused in many ways like computer BIOS can't interact properly with hard disk. It can easily remove
by simple update the BIOS. An error message such as dialog box appears when unexpected
condition is occurred. It simply shows the message that access is denied due to file is locked by the
admin.

There are many causes of your system failures. These failures are harmful for your system. It is
done when you install the windows 7 on XP windows. There are many causes such as hardware,
software, viruses attack, registry and many others. Hardware fault tolerance can be the major cause
of the boot disk failure. It can damage the motherboard or processor of your system. This may
cause the loss of your important data, which you stored on the system hard disk. It is done because
of load shading or some electricity problem. One of the major causes of disk boot failure is using
unregistered software on your machine, which may contain a lot of virus on it. For that; you need to
remove the registry by using the third part tool or windows registry editor. Sometime window is
corrupted due to virus attack. You receive data from one machine to another machine. It may
contain a lot of virus in it. It harmful to your system and may cause of disk failure. You want to
prevent from it. You need the windows 7 boot disk. It simplifies all things and maintains your system.

You can also overcome or fix the problems of disk failure. There are many solutions to prevent from
the blue screen window. You can simply scan your system in safe mode. It easily scans the entire
computer and shows the list of virus or registry of delete files. You can simply change the boot
options through BIOS/CMOS. You can also delete the raw registry files via third party software or
CD. You can also protect your system from these failures. For that; you need to make the restore
points of your computer. Most of the computers that are purchased from the market come with pre
installation of windows. These windows are corrupted and canâ€™t work properly, for this; you need
Boot CD.
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